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Abstract

From the "Rights of Nature" legal movement, to community forestry, and resurgent indigenous 
sovereignty, a wealth of approaches seek to undermine capitalist extraction as the primary human 
relation with land. Decentralizing the "bundle of rights" associated with "ownership" can create 
pockets of relative freedom within capitalist empire, for richer, more local, more ecosystemic 
interaction between humans and the rest of life.  We will summarize highlights of such practices, with 
specific examples locally and around the world. May the forest "own" the forest!

For more details and background regarding this approach, see 
https://tryonfarm.org/wild.property.tlcfarm.0.3.pdf

Introduction: Who will own the forest?

[A prayer of connection with land, and the Multnomah Chinook whose villages lined this river and who
still tend these lands, and the descendants calling all of us to be the ancestors they need to become 
peoples of the earth once again.]

For us as revolutionaries, as people of the earth, what matters is the living practice of relations with 
land. Listening, dancing, praying, tending, harvesting, burning, seeding, singing. The law constructs 
fictions that make it easier or harder for men with guns (police and others) to escort bulldozers and 
fellerbunchers, uprooting the complexity of the forests, including those of us relearning to be of the 
land.

This talk is about making it harder for those men with guns. So we talk about laws and property rights. 
But we don't forget what really matters: living relations. 

Indeed, Empire's law in general follows social and political struggle. Constantly evolving, to manage 
and domesticate resistance -- but also traces of victories from those that have gone before[1-8].

We cannot rely on Empire's law, but can use tools (old and new) as part of overall struggle for new 
relations with land.

Frameworks of land as "property"
Two contrasting approaches to "real property" [7]:

1. Derived from Roman (imperial) law: land is like material goods or domestic animals, and can 
be held by single individual human with full control (to use, waste, exclude, etc.);



2. In many different ways, earthbound customary laws (such as various Indigenous protocols, and 
early English common law courts): land is profoundly different, with many diferent human (and
often more-than-human) rights and responsibilities overlapping.

Reinforces and reflects two contrasting cosmologies:

1. Monoculture, individuality, all value convertible into money, land as transient commodity

2. Ecosystem, relationality, wealth through density of interconnections, land as roots & 
responsibilities

Most common way of speaking of real property these days: bundle of sticks[9]. Version 1), the sticks 
are kept together, or at most a simple relationship between landlord and tenant. Version 2), the sticks 
are spread widely among different persons and kinds of relationship.

History of English/American legal tradition:

• Saxon law, land was held in common, no "property". [7]

• Anglo-Norman -- formal introduction of Roman civil law, but in practice "common lawyers 
lavished their attention on the multiplicity of estates, tenures, and customary arrangements that 
could concern an imperishable and enduringly productive tract of land". [7,8]

• 15th-16th centuries -- simplification to one idea of property, the Roman version, in large part to 
support enclosures and emergent agricultural capitalism. [7,8]

• 18th-19th centuries -- colonial property, treaties, "extinguishing" aboriginal title, prioritizing 
rights of tenants, etc. [1-6, 10]

• 20th-21st centuries -- emergence of legal rights encouraging the commons and the rights of 
non-human life [11-14]

The benefits of overlapping relationships
Splitting up the "bundle of sticks" allows multiple parties to a) notice problematic action or inaction; b)
have the wherewithal to do something about it; c) track the needs and rights of the land itself, from 
different perspectives.

Conventionally, it's assumed that one "person" should own land to be more efficient. But indecision and
exhaustion can affect both natural persons (via illness, distraction, or ambivalence) and corporate ones 
(internal dissension, loss of institutional memory, fading away). Indeed, while it's true that multiple 
parties can have difficult conflicts over land use, with skillful structures this can serve the interests of 
the land and all relations involved -- after all, lack of harmful human action through conflict is not 
always the worst outcome for the land!

Example techniques: explicitly including the interests of the land through: interests granted to 
organizations focused on land wellbeing; conflict-management arbitration clauses that require arbiters 
prioritizing the land; terms in contracts and deeds that make explicit the land's own interests.



Example approaches to the new commons
"Rights of Nature" movement
Granting standing to trees, rivers, mountains -- has exploded in 2010s.[12-14] Frequently introduced 
via Christopher Stone's "Should Trees Have Standing" in 1972, and a township in Pennsylvania ... but 
really the movement has gained legal teeth in places with resurgent Indigenous struggles. Bolivia, 
Colombia, Ecuador. 

And New Zealand -- three entities granted personhood through acts of parliament. This to resolve 
ongoing suits brought by Maori groups, and reflects the incomplete "hybridization" of New Zealand 
law with Indigenous approaches coexisting uneasily with English.

Questions - who speaks for the land? Setting up advisory committees or entities with formal control.

Two versions: 

• allowing some people (or anyone) to file court cases on behalf of natural beings; 

• establishing natural beings as legal persons with all related rights, including civil and 
commercial.

Aboriginal title and Indigenous resurgence
Throughout the history of colonization (Turtle Island, Australia, Oceania, Africa, Asia) there has been 
resistance. Despite some narratives, Indigenous people were successful at forcing colonial regimes to 
make compromises and to were able to assert rights to land. While this has ebbed and flowed during 
the apocalypse of the last 500 years, it has never disappeared, and is now resurgent. Example forms this
struggle takes include negotiating treaty rights, new and old (current negotiations in Canada) -- and 
then struggling to force colonial regimes to honor those rights. Treaty rights in many cases cover wide 
territories far outseide reservations. Morevoer, indigenous people contest land tenure of unceded lands, 
including direct action blockades, legal actions, and more. (Alcatraz and AIM as key example.)

Land Back! [1-6,15,16]

Community land trusts
From 30s to 60s, drew explicitly from pre-capitalist commons, and from colonized sites of struggle.

Original CLT in Georgia by civil rights movements to support cooperative land tenure. [11]

Typical version: separates land title from improvements and/or use rights. Longterm lease of rights to 
land require limits on spreculative sale of the land (caps on profit)

Has been adapted to keep land for farming uses, and for more complex agreements on overlapping 
uses. 

Community forestry
Burgeoned in 70s through now as a way to link community wellbeing with ecological conservation. In 
tropical and Global South contexts, has had mixed success, especially when nominal tenure is insecure 



(which makes extracting short-term benefits more attractive). Recent focus on how to ensure 
confidence in long-term local control. [17]

Includes: ownership by tribes/bands; ownership by community organizations, local governments, 
cooperatives; ownership by local individuals; more or less powerful advisory boards; formal and 
informal protocols for sharing use of forests.

Easements, profits, covenants, and servitudes
These are remnants of the plethora of overlapping customary tenures from common law, and have 
become increasingly common. (Think of condos and HOAs as well as conservation easements.) [18]

Legally, they are rights (and responsibilities) that pass with the land, not the specific parties to a 
contract. 

Have wide latitude on what sorts of agreements can be formalized.

Cooperatives
These can be legally incorporated as coop corporations, as LLCs, and more. Can also be 
unincorporated. Very traditional use as a way to coordinate shared use of natural resources. Key 
questions: how are decisions made? How do people enter and leave? Can rights be purchased and sold, 
and how?

Nonprofits
Often used as a way to structure community-based ownership. Most nonprofits do not have members; 
how is participation and accountability ensured?

Adverse possession
Ancient right emphasizes the importance of ongoing relationship with land. Peculiar as it seems, 
enshrined in contemporary US law.[19] Critiqued as a vehicle prioritizing capitalist and extractive uses 
of land over conservation[20], it nonetheless has been and could be used as a way to question-through-
direct-action the plausibility of distant Wall Street fractional "landowners". Direct action gets the 
goods!

Specific Examples:

Land Back: Sogorea Te’ Land Trust and Movement Generation 
rematriating land in East Bay.
The land trust is Indigenous/Ohlone-led, and holds title to a variety of parcels that host community 
projects. The land trust creates a vehicle for Indigenous rights to the land, and wisdom from elders, to 
be a primary tool. [15, 16]

In this case, Movement Generation (a Black and Brown organization focused on land-based liberation) 
partnered to pay for a 43-acre parcel including both structures and landtending. An agreement between 



the two entities describes ways to use the land, giving multiple entities the rights to enforce with 
wellbeing of the land itself. [21]

Also, this embodies a vision of landtending not separate from human occupation and use.

Glendale Estate: reversing Enclosures and Clearances in Skye, Scotland
Clearances of indigenous Scottish highlanders in 1700s and 1800s followed similar patterns to 
Indigenous peoples in Turtle Island -- forced removals by military force, forced marches to dense & 
poor reserved lands, long-distance transfers (in Scottish case, via repurposed slaving ships with high 
death tolls to North America).

The movement to end the evictions began in Glendale, Skye, in late 19th centrury, where local 
residents took direct action to face down 600 Royal Marines and refuse removals. After years of 
struggle that sparked uprisings throughout Scotland, evictions were formally ceased. [

Glendale community forced the state to subsidize a 50-year low-interest mortgage for a cooperative to 
purchase the "Estate" of the former landlaird. Still manage it collectively 100 years later, though under 
pressure from young folk lacking interest in crofting, and gentrification by Londoners.

Mt Adams Community Forest and Klickitat Canyon Community Forest
Two examples:

MARS is a nonprofit, directly owns 965 acres (purchased 2011-2020), runs for forestry, recreation, 
conservation uses. Community involved through the actions of the self-perpetuating nonprofit. [22]

Neighboring KCCF is 2405 acres, purchased by state DNF (2017), with funds from Columbia Land 
Trust and federal programs. Administered through a management plan developed by advisory council 
including Yakama tribal rep, community (MARS), ranchers and loggers, hunters and fishers, 
government reps, etc. MARS plan was used as a guide. [23]

TLC Farm
Land trust owns 99-year renewable ground lease, requiring sustainable agriculture. City and State own 
conservations easements in exchange for funding. Nonprofit and residential worker cooperative share 
management of the land, through both contractual agreement and tenancy-in-common of the ground 
leasehold. One of the two collectives on the land is Indigenous-led, and an Indigenous-led elder's 
council has helped address conflicts. Contracts include an arbitration clause in which the interests of 
the land are explicitly prioritized, when deciding a dispute. Practices include asking individuals or 
groups to actively listen to the land (or specific beings of the land), and as respectfully as possible 
speak for them in discussions. [25]

MST (Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais Sem Terra)
Since 80s, perhaps the largest land-based social movement in the Americas, with 1.5 million 
participants. Core tactic is direct seizure of land, both to live on, and to force the hand of landowners 
and governments to enact policy change. Controversial to some, but successful over decades not only at



permanently securing land for thousands of people, but "building a new way of life" rooted in sharing 
and cooperation -- and which does not presume that the primary site of struggle is the legislature or 
court. [26]

This is both a form of adverse possession, and a reclaiming of direct relations with land.

Who will own the forest?
The forest "owns" itself, not via legal writs, but through the web of relationships that embody it. 
Human relationships too -- not dominant or transcendant, but humble and respectful and dignified.

Through struggle, the Empire's law can be forced to recognize aspects of this -- bit by bit.
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